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Examination Questions.

1 . Show how, while we can not prevent the heat and cold, wind and rain, we 
nevertheless largely rule them through devising means by which they do us l i t t le  
damage and assist to realize our aims.

2 . Why does a soul come into human existence at the time the positions of the 
planets map the corresponding dynamic structures in his astral body?

3. By what is determined how progressed aspects of the planets w ill affect 
the individual?

4 . What two things are involved in every condition in the individual's life?
5. What factors within ourselves determine how we are affected by the failure  

of a bank in the neighborhood?
6. 'What relation has the release of desire energy to the events and circum

stances which enter a life?
'• * Ik what way is an understanding of the manner in which progressed aspects 

operate a great aid to true morality?
8. Why, i f  we are to be of greatest benefit to society, must we recondition 

the thought-cells within the astral body which attract misfortune?
9» Of what is the birth-chart a cross-section map?

10. Is the character at a period after birth exactly mapped by the birth-chart, 
or have other characteristics been added?

11. By what process can more important events be attracted into the life ?
12. Through what process can more fortunate events be attracted into the life?
13 i -  When s te lla r -c e lls  and -structures^which have-been conditioned--by pain

release their desire energy what is attracted into the life ?
14. When ste llar  cells and structures which have been conditioned by pleasure 

release their desire energy what is attracted into the life ?
15. Is it the type of energy being broadcast in the sky at a given time that 

affects us, or is it  something within ourselves?
16. By what in the birth-chart are the lines through the astral body that act 

as aerials to pick up planetary vibrations of a specific character mapped?
17. Just what is meant by Conversion?
18. What is  the general process of Conversion?
19. Only at what times do events of importance come into the life ?
20. If the thought-cells reached by a new energy supply were conditioned to  

feel distress, w ill they work in an entirely beneficial way when they receive, as 
mapped by a harmonious progressed aspect, a new supply of pleasant energy?

21. What is the method of manipulating the physical environment in the effort 
to rule the stars?

22. How can the principle of conversion be applied when progressed aspects are 
present?

23. What is the method of using mental antidotes in the effort to rule the 
stars ?

24. Indicate how rallying forces can be utilized in the effort to rule the 
stars ?

25. How can the character vibrations of objects and places be used to assist 
in the work of ruling the stars?
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Examination Questions®

1» Upon what ability  does constructive thinking depend?
2 . In what manner do the colls of the human body act as- miniature electric  

batteries?
3 . What is the function of the nitrogen compounds in the nucleus of the cell 

in relation to energy production?
4* With what are carbon compounds combined in the manufacture of powerful 

explosives?
5 . From whence do the nitrogen compounds derive the te rrific  energy which 

they liberate?
6 . What proof is  there that the giant protein molecules of the body produce 

electrical energies?
7® What cells -of the human body are best adapted to the production of high 

potential electrical energies?
'■%» What makes the nervous system both a broadcasting and a receiving set?

3 .  Through what process can man control the rapidity which nitrogen compounds 
within himself releases radiant energy and thus tune in on the vibration desired?

10. What part does electrical stimulo.tion of a gland play when some progressed 
aspect is operative in a person’ s birth-chart?
~  - I t* — In what manner does the guand-then stimulate a particular type of thinking?

12 . How can one determine, in large extent, what planetary energies and what 
thought energies he w ill pick up, radio fashion, at a given time?

13 . What is the electrical function of sleep? <
14 . Through what electrical process do stimuli from the outside world and de

sires from the unconscious mind make it  so d ifficu lt to keep the attention directed 
to some selected train  of thinking?

15. Why does too much loss of -sleep result in death?
1 6 . Why is Directed Thinking the hardest work in the world?
17 . How can Directed Thinking be cultivated?
18« Why cannot Directed Thinking be prolonged too greatly?
19® Of what value is it in Constructive Thinking to have a- number of harmless 

pleasurable interests?
20. How does the expenditure of desire energy on imaginary accomplishments af* 

feet real accomplishments? <
21« Why, when a pleasurable emotion is experienced, such as that arising from 

hearing good music or reading good ?_iterature, should something concrete be done 
about it?

22. Why, when anger is present, should one immediately engage in some hard 
constructive work?

23. 'Why, when any negative emotion tends to gain attention, should the mind 
be interested in something other than self?

24. How can one learn to like keeping the thoughts constructively engaged at 
a ll  times?

25. By what kind of practice is the w ill weakened, and ty what kind of practice 
is w ill power gained?
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Part X. How to Cultivate Subliminal Thinking.

Examination Questions.

1 . Where is  most of man’ s thinking done?
2 . What happens when a man attempts to choose a number at random?
3 . Indicate how a number apparently chosen by chance always represents some 

significant factor within the unconscious mind.
4 . What causes laughter?
5® What causes some always to be willing to disparage the character of others?
6. Why do people become so prejudiced in favor of any person or cause they 

champion?
7® Why do we laugh at the blunders of others? though
8® Why do people never like those whose wit causes others discomfort, even 

they nay laugh at the witticisms?
9 '. ’ Why do people like those who poke fun at themselves?

.  lOJ.What Drive is back of the traditional Jewish joke?
11® What Drive is back of the Scotch joke?
12« What Drive is back of the clowning of• the vaudevile stage?
13® What is the cause of swearing and crying?
14® Why are names that should be familiar temporarily forgotten?
15® How mayt a sense of guilt lead to an accident or sickness?
16® Instead of permitting the primitive desires to express as- animal impulses, 

what should Ĥ e done with them? -------------- — —— ,— -  — ,niijonww
17. What is the cause of hysteria?
18. What is the fir st  thing a pers-on troubled, with hysteria should realize?
19. What is the nature of the reconditioning process which the hysterical per

son should undertake?
20« Why do people fa i l  to perceive happenings of the astral world?
21® Why are the hours of sleep particularly adapted to acquiring information 

from the astral world?
22« In what way s-hould those who are subject to disturbances due to over sen

s itiv ity  recondition themselves?
23® How can the incoming nail be used as objects for practicing the development 

of the ability  to gain information during sleep?
24® How can piaoes it  is intended to v is it  la ter, such as where lectures are 

given, bo used to practice gaining information during sleep?
25® Mention some historical instances of something valuable being received

during sleep.




